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A must-read for parents
 
This book is for you to read to your child or children aged nine and older if you would like 
to have:
 * A more open, honest and loving connection with your kids
 * Strategies to help your kids fix problems like: friendship dramas, bullying, 
  excessive worrying, anger outbursts, moodiness or something else that is   
  upsetting 
 * Empowered kids who have the courage and confidence they need to make a   
  difference on earth. 
 
I wish my mum had read me this book when I was nine! It would have helped me understand 
myself, understand other people (including why girls can be so ‘bitchy’) and appreciate my 
wonderful family. It would have given me strategies to cope when things went wrong and 
empowered me to believe in myself!
 
Despite my lack of self-awareness and self-belief, to outsiders it looked like I had a ‘successful’ 
childhood. I was pretty, smart, sporty, popular and what teachers described as ‘confident’. 
Little did they know! 

no clue how to get myself out. After one of my seven operations, I was lying 
in hospital with an aching body, confused thoughts and feeling very sorry 
for myself when I suddenly thought, “How come no one taught me how 
I worked when I was a kid?”
 
I was studying teaching at the time so my next question 
was, “How would a kid cope with this?” Then and there I 
decided to work out how human beings worked and how 
to get myself better so I could help kids cope when 
horrible things happened to them.
 

When I was twenty-two (eighteen months after my mum died from cancer) I had a motorbike 
accident and in the years that followed I totally ‘lost it’ and ended up in a pit of despair. I had 



Lots of kids have horrible things happen to them at some point in their young lives.

Australian statistics show:

 * One in four school children is affected by bullying 
  http://www.kidspot.com.au/schoolzone/Bullying-Facts-and-figures-about-bullying+4065+395+article.htm 

 * One in four young people (aged 16 - 24) has a mental health condition 
  http://www.youthbeyondblue.com/footer/stats-and-facts 
 * One in five girls will self-harm before they are 24
  http://www.headspace.org.au/what-works/research-information/self-harm-and-suicidal-behaviours#10

Australia is not the only country with unhappy young people! The underlying problem is 
that our education systems do not empower kids with self-awareness.

Self-awareness means understanding who you are, why you are here, how your body, 
personality, thoughts and feelings all work together and knowing how to work yourself so 
you can cope with problems, believe in yourself and follow your dreams.

It took me twenty-three years of reading, researching, teaching, writing and testing 
ideas, theories and strategies to work out a simple, imaginative and non-religious way to 
empower kids to make a difference… and you are holding it in your hands, right now.
‘Sparky and Shady’ is based on three tenets: 
 * Everyone on earth is here to make a difference that only we can make
 * Everyone has a ‘loving’ side; here we call it ‘Sparky’. Sparky loves us unconditionally,  
  believes in us and helps us meet our human needs. 
 * Everyone has a ‘fearful’ side that we call Shady’. Shady is scared our needs cannot 
  and will not be met. 
 
Our human needs are based on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and include our: physiological, 
safety, love & belonging, self-esteem and self-actualisation needs which when met lead to 
happiness, contribution and fulfillment. Sparky can help us meet these needs in a loving 
way that is good for us, good for others and good for the earth. Shady on the other hand is 
scared these needs cannot be satisfied in a loving way and therefore tries to ‘look after’ us 



in a fearful way that often brings harm to ourselves, other people and the earth. 

If you share, or are open to these beliefs and you are willing to follow the ‘support rules’ 
when helping your child cope with problems, this book could seriously change your child’s 
life! The support rules are:
 
* Listen carefully    * Say neutral or loving things and    * Sparky’s advice is always best!

As you may have noticed many of the ideas in this program are new. For this reason I have 
divided the concepts into nine chapters to give your child a chance to sleep on each one to 
let it sink in. Read one chapter to your child each night. 

At the end of each chapter there is one point to remember and one thing to do together. 
Many of these require openness and complete honesty. If your child finds it hard to open 
up, try giving them a suitable example and story from your own childhood.
 
The ‘to do’ also involves ‘mum or dad’. If it is only you, explain to your child that you will be 
supporting them with this program. If you can get the other parent involved too - fantastic! 
If not, don’t worry. It will still work!
 
After nine nights you will have covered all the new content. After that you can read and talk 
about the sample problems and solutions in the back.
 
I can’t promise that your beautiful child or children will be immune to catastrophe after 
reading this once. I can promise you however, that a seed will be planted and if you are 
willing to water that seed and nurture it as your child grows into a teenager, then ‘yes’ 
anything is possible!
 
Enjoy the journey with your beautiful child (or children)! 
 
Love Kathy

PS. From now on the idea is to read the rest of the book out loud to your child or children one chapter at a time. 
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CHAPTER ONE

   Who you are

Let’s do a little imagining…

Imagine you have your very own car. It can be any make or model you want. What car have you 
chosen? What colour is it? Great!

Now picture yourself in the driver’s seat. It’s not too big because this car is designed especially for 
you. Pretty cool hey?

Imagine you can drive anywhere you want. Where would you go?

Wait a minute! Before you decide, you need to know that there are three of you in your car. Yes three! 
You are driving; the ‘loving’ part of you, let’s call it Sparky, is sitting in the front passenger seat next 
to you and the ‘scared’ part of you, let’s call it Shady, is sitting in the back, directly behind you!

Sparky, the loving part of you, loves you and believes in you no matter what. He, she or it (I’ll use ‘he’) 
comes from your imagination and is connected to whatever loving power you believe in. If you don’t 
believe in a loving power then he simply lives in your imagination. Either way Sparky wants what is 
best for you and other people. He gives you great ideas and suggestions to make everything in your 
life fantastic. Sparky is kind, wise and courageous too.

Shady, the scared part of you, is worried you are not safe, not loved, not important and not here to 
make a difference. Shady comes from your imagination too and is very important because he, she or 
it (I’ll use ‘he’ again) gives you choice. Without choice, life would be boring! Shady thinks it is his job 
to look after you because Shady doesn’t know and trust Sparky (yet)! 
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You wouldn’t know Shady was scared because he often acts tough. What’s more confusing is that 
sometimes Shady helps you! Like when he gives you warning signals in times of danger. 

You can hear Sparky and Shady talking to you in your head. They often tell you to drive in different 
directions and to do opposite things. When one says, “stop” the other might say, “go faster”. You get 
to choose which one you listen to. You get to choose what you say and do because you always sit in 
the driver's seat.

You are driving your life!

You are incredible and unique 

Out of the one hundred billion or so human beings who have ever lived on earth there has never 
been another you! 

Your body, personality, thoughts and feelings all mixed together make you ‘one of a kind.’ 

  Your body is the physical part of you

  Your personality is the social part of you 

  Your thoughts are the mental (or thinking) part of you

  And your feelings are the emotional part of you

Your personality, thoughts and feelings are also known as the spiritual part of you, which is often 
called your soul. 

Sparky and Shady are an imaginary way to picture the loving and scared parts of your personality, 
thoughts and feelings. They are not really separate from you but imagining them as characters 
within you helps you hear them in your head and feel them in your heart. It also helps you work out 
if your thoughts, words and actions are loving, fearful or somewhere in between. 
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Driving your car
 
Imagine driving your car again. Drive it up into the sky right now… see yourself land on a fluffy, 
white cloud. Get out of your car and watch the cloud turn into your very own imaginary land. See a 
place that is beautiful, safe and all yours.

See Sparky and Shady get out of the car with you, then all together go and find somewhere 
comfortable to sit. Turn to Shady and say, “It must be hard to be the scared part of me. Thanks for 
doing your best to protect me. I love you and appreciate you! And I promise to listen to you.”

See Shady smile and say, “Thank you.”

Now say, “Shady I want you to meet Sparky. Sparky’s job is to love us, believe in us and help us make 
a difference that only we can make!”

Imagine Sparky saying to Shady, “I love you Shady and I’d like to help you look after us. How about 
we do it together?”

See Shady smile and say, “Okay, that sounds like a good idea. Thanks Sparky!”

Now imagine you, Sparky and Shady all playing on your land together, smiling, laughing and having 
fun. When you’ve had enough adventure come back to your car and drive back down to your body. 
Feel Sparky and Shady at home in your heart and head.

Sparky and Shady live in your imagination. You might hear them, see them, feel them or just know 
what they are thinking. If you ever have trouble ‘hearing’ Sparky and Shady - just make something 
up because after all, you are Sparky and you are Shady! Just remember though, Sparky is always 
loving and wants what is best for you, other people and the earth in the long run.
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Chapter One stuff 

 
 

 To remember
  
 * Sparky is your loving side and Shady is your scared side. You get  
  to choose who you listen to, what you say and what you do.  
 
 

 To do
  
 * Look at the following list of differences between Sparky’s and  
  Shady’s qualities and behaviours with mum or dad. Talk about  
  what your Sparky and Shady look like. You can draw them too  
  if you want to. 

 

 When you are done come back tomorrow and we’ll talk about  
 Why you are here.
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Sparky 

	 Loves you no matter what.

	 Protects you, other people and the earth.

	 Loves everyone.

	 Believes in you.

	 Helps you and others.

	 Is kind.

	 Is courageous and confident.

	 Is wise.

	 Takes care of you and your worries.

	 Accepts you, everyone else and everything. 

	 Forgives and lets go.

	 Solves problems in a loving way.

Shady 

	 Loves you but doesn’t always show it! 

	 Tries to protect your body, personality,  
 thoughts and feelings.

	 Doesn’t really care about others unless  
 you can get something out of them.

	 Doesn’t normally believe in you.

	 Sometimes helps you and others;  
 other times hurts you and others.

	 Can be nasty.

	 Is scared.

	 Is angry and sad.

	 Is worried about you.

	 Judges you, everyone else and everything. 

	 Holds onto anger, fear and sadness.

	 Tells you to hurt others to solve problems. 
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CHAPTER T WO

   Why you are here

You are here on earth to make a difference! You do this when you:

  Be yourself   Share your gifts

  Have fun   Learn along the way and

  Share your love  Follow your dreams

 

Be yourself
 
It’s important to be you! No one else in the whole wide world can ever take your place. You are 
unique and meant to be different to others, so be yourself because no one else can possibly be you. 

It’s like the earth is one massive jigsaw puzzle and you fill a special spot. You are perfectly designed 
for it; no one else will fit and no one else can ever take your place!

Being you also means it’s okay to think and feel anything; love, happiness, sadness, anger, fear and 
everything in between. All your thoughts and feelings are natural and normal. But being yourself 
does not mean it is okay to do what Shady says and hurt yourself or others with your words or 
actions. Everyone has a right to feel safe and worthwhile, which means you have a responsibility to 
be respectful of yourself and others.

When I say ‘be yourself’ I mean be your ‘Sparky self’ or your loving self. A hint of Shady’s 
mischief is fine as long as you are respectful of yourself and others.
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Have fun
 
You are allowed to have fun! In fact you are here to have fun and to enjoy your life! When you are 
happy, laughing and full of love, other people want to be around you. Make sure you have fun in a 
Sparky way. That means don’t hurt yourself, others or the earth while you are doing it!

 
Share your love

 
You are here to share your love and help others. When you help others by smiling, being kind and 
doing thoughtful things you make a difference every day! No one else can do the loving things you 
can do in exactly the same way. 

 
Share your gifts

 
Your ‘gifts’ are what you are good at. No one else can share your gifts the way you can. Are you good 
at singing, playing an instrument, writing stories, running, surfing, looking after animals, growing 
veggies or something else? Do what you love and are good at (or want to get good at)!

Learn along the way
Sometimes Shady is so loud in your head and so sad, angry or scared in your heart that you can’t or 
don’t want to share your love and gifts. Although it’s not okay to hurt others or to be disrespectful - 
there are times when we all do it. Everybody makes mistakes because everyone has a Shady and we 
are all learning along the way (that goes for grown ups too)!

Every time you hurt someone or make a mistake you have an opportunity to learn. It takes courage 
to learn. When you know you’ve messed up ask Sparky, “What now?” Fix it if you can, then think 
about what you have learned. Learning from your mistakes gives you wisdom.
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Follow your dreams
What are your dreams? Do you want a billion dollars? Do you want to save animals? Fly a spaceship? 
Be a movie star? Your dreams include all the things you want to have, do and be. You feel excited and 
happy when you imagine your dreams coming true. You are here to follow your dreams!

It’s okay to want things like lots of money, a big house, a fast car and to travel around the world. You 
deserve all these things. However, money and material things don’t make you happy for long. If you 
want to be happy for the rest of your life, you need some ‘doing’ and ‘being’ dreams too.

Your ‘doing’ and ‘being’ dreams are the most rewarding because these are the ones where you help 
and give to others and the earth. When you give your love and gifts, you feel fulfilled and you receive 
love and gifts in return!

When I say ‘follow your dreams’ I mean follow your ‘Sparky’ dreams; they are the ones that are good 
for you, good for other people and good for the earth (or at least not bad for any of these). Your 
loving dreams make heaps of people happy - including you!

It’s like you are driving your car on your journey through 
life with lots of possible roads to choose from. The best 
road to take is the one that leads to your dreams. Your 
‘dream’ road will eventually lead you to your unique life 
purpose. That’s the job, role or thing you are here to do 
that only you can do.

Sparky knows your dreams, the best road to take and your 
unique life purpose too. All you have to do is trust Sparky 
and follow his advice.
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Chapter Two stuff 

 
 

 To remember
  
   
 
 

 To do

* No one else on earth can be you! No one else can do what you are  
 here to do in the exact same way.

 * Ask mum or dad to give you some examples of times you have 
 made a difference to others. They can be big or small - they all 
 count!

 
When you have talked to your mum or dad - take a break. 
See you tomorrow for How your body works.
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CHAPTER THREE

   How your body works

Your body, personality, thoughts and feelings (including Sparky and Shady) are all connected! 
Let’s see how…

Imagine driving that car of yours:
 
 Your body is like the car
 
 
 Your personality (or you) is driving the car
 
 
 Your thoughts come from everyone in the car; you, Sparky and Shady 
 
 
 And your feelings are the upside down traffic lights on the road ahead

In the next four chapters we will look at each of these parts of you starting with your body.
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Your body
 
As we mentioned before, your body is the physical part of you. You see the colours of a rainbow, hear 
birds chirping, smell a beautiful rose, taste a juicy apple, touch a slimy slug and move from place to 
place by crawling, walking, running, hopping, jumping, swimming, climbing and more.
 
If you can’t do something as well as other people or you have a disability, illness or injury, then that’s 
okay! You have the exact right body for you.
 
You are different from everyone else, just like every single jigsaw puzzle piece is different from all 
the other pieces. 

Physically you are exactly how you are supposed to be. 

Be grateful for what you do have and what does work, because when you stop to think about it, your 
body is a very precious gift!
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Look after your body
 
If you look after a car it is reliable - the same with your body! If you want your body to last a long time 
and work really well for you, you need to look after it. 

Here is a list of everything your body needs to be healthy and happy:

 Fresh air to breathe
 
 Shelter and warmth
 
 Clean water to drink (between 6 and 8 cups a day)
 
 Healthy food to eat such as fresh veggies, fruit, grains, fish, chicken, meat, 
 nuts, seeds, beans, eggs, milk and yogurt (if all of these suit your body)
 
 Plenty of sleep (between 10 and 12 hours a night)
 
 Play and exercise (at least 1 hour a day)
 
 Cuddles
 
 Maintenance - like washing, teeth cleaning, hair cutting etc.
 
 A bit of sun and
 
 Somewhere to go to the toilet!
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Junk food

Your body doesn’t need junk food! The problem is that it is everywhere and most people eat it! 
Eating junk food is similar to putting the wrong fuel in your car. If you eat it every day, eventually 
your car (or body) will break down! 

Try limiting your junk food to one or two things once a week - like takeaway dinner and a small bar 
of chocolate on a Friday night.

Body signals

Your body sends you signals when it needs something. You feel hungry, thirsty, tired, sick, hurt or 
something else. These signals are a bit like the lights on the dashboard of your car. As soon as you 
see a red warning light on the dashboard, fix yourself up by eating, drinking, having a rest, getting 
help or having a cuddle. 

If you don’t listen to your body’s physical signals then your emotional feelings tell you next.

When you feel cranky, annoyed or sad, it’s best to check with Sparky to see if your body needs 
anything. Sparky is your body’s best mechanic. He always knows what you need and when you need 
it. Just ask Sparky, “Is my body okay?” Listen to the answer and give your body what it needs.

If you look after your body it runs as well as a racing car, all prepared to take on whatever adventure 
or challenge you are ready for.
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Chapter Three stuff 

 
 

 To remember
  
   
 
 

 To do

* Your body is exactly right for you and your purpose.

* Ask mum or dad to help you give your body everything it needs to 
 stay healthy and happy. This includes agreeing on a ‘junk food’ plan!

Have a big sleep tonight (to look after your body) and tomorrow 
we will talk about How your personality works.
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CHAPTER FOUR

   How your personality works

Your personality is a unique mixture of qualities from Sparky and Shady. It includes your ‘conscious’, 
which is the part of you that is aware of your thoughts and surroundings and the part of you that 
gets to choose. In other words it is ‘you’! 

Here, I will explain…

Imagine having a big bubble or force field around you. In a drawing it looks like a circle. The circle 
represents the whole you. It includes your body, personality, thoughts, feelings, Sparky and Shady.

If we cut the top of the circle and lay it down in a line we can imagine Sparky at one end and Shady 
at the other. This helps you picture Sparky and Shady as the most loving part of you and the most 
scared part of you. 

Your personality is inside your body standing somewhere along the line.

If you listen to Sparky a lot of the time and believe, say and do loving things, your personality is 
respectful, kind and loving which means you are standing more towards Sparky’s end of the line.

The opposite is also true. If you listen to Shady and believe, say and do shady things, then your 
personality may be rude, angry, or sad which means you are standing more towards Shady’s end.
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Chapter Four stuff 

 
 

 To remember
  
   
 
 

 To do
 

If like most people you believe some things from Sparky and some things from Shady, your personality 
is a bit of both, which puts you somewhere in the middle.

You were born with the perfect personality for your unique purpose, but be aware that your 
personality does change over time, depending on what you choose to believe, say and do.

* You are a unique mixture of beliefs and qualities from Sparky 
 and Shady.

* Talk to mum or dad about the personalities of some people you  
 know. Where do you think they are standing on the line between  
 Sparky and Shady?

After you have done that come back tomorrow and I will see you for 
How your thoughts work.
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CHAPTER FIVE

   How your thoughts work

All your thoughts are okay - even your shady thoughts! Everyone is human and everyone has horrible, 
nasty and outrageous thoughts. Shady’s thoughts are only a problem when you act on them or when 
you believe them. We will talk about this later. Right now let’s look at how your thoughts work...

 
Three roads

 
Imagine you are back in your car and see three different roads ahead of you - a high road, a middle 
road and a low road. The roads are like energy wavelengths that you ‘tune into’.
 
When you listen to Sparky you drive on the high road. When you listen to Shady you drive on the 
low road. And when you have thoughts in between, or a bit of both, you drive on the middle road.
The high road is the best road because you feel fantastic when you are on it. Great things happen 
and you find it easy to think Sparky’s thoughts - it’s definitely my favourite! Some thoughts on the 
high road include, “I can do this. I am making a difference. I am loved.”
 
The middle road is okay. It has okay feelings, okay experiences and okay thoughts. Some thoughts 
on the middle road include, “Maybe I can do this. Sometimes I make a difference. Other people love 
me when I am ‘good’.”
 
The low road is the worst road because it feels bad! You also have horrible things happen to you and 
you can’t help listening to Shady while you are on it. Some thoughts on the low road include, “I can’t 
do this. I don’t matter. No one loves me.”
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This next bit is important …

 
You choose which road you drive on when you choose your thoughts.

You choose
Imagine Sparky and Shady talking to you while you are driving your car. Although their thoughts 
seem to pop into your head, you do get to choose what you do with them. You could let them go or 
you could believe them and take them inside you.

Remember that line with Sparky on one end, Shady on the other and you in between? Turn that line 
so it goes up and down instead of sideways...

If you believe Sparky’s thoughts, you end up on the high road and become more happy and loving. 
However, if you believe Shady’s thoughts, you end up on the low road - where you become sadder, 
angrier and even more scared. 

Baggage
Sometimes when you notice you are thinking a horrible, mean or shady thought that hurts you or 
others, you can let it go straight away by saying, “I love you Shady, but that’s not helping.” Then 
imagine that thought flying out of your car and into a bin on the side of the road.

If the thought won’t go or you keep thinking it over and over again, then you probably already 
believe it, which means it is stuck inside your subconscious (that’s the part of your mind where you 
store all your beliefs).

Your subconscious is like the boot of your car. It stores everything you believe about yourself, other 
people and life. Imagine a cable going from your boot straight to your steering wheel. When you 
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Chapter Five stuff 
 

 

 To remember
  
   
 
 

 To do
 

are not consciously choosing your thoughts you drive on ‘autopilot’ which means the energy of the 
beliefs in your boot goes through the cable and steers you to the high road, middle road or low road.
Shady’s sad, angry and scared beliefs in your boot are like heavy baggage that drags you down to 
the low road.

Don’t worry! You will learn how to let go of baggage in the chapter on ‘How to cope with problems.’

* Your thoughts and beliefs put you on the high road, middle road  
 or low road.

* Talk to mum or dad about some thoughts and beliefs that put you 
 on the high road. Notice how these make you feel!

Have a sleep on all that and tomorrow we will talk about How your 
feelings work.
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CHAPTER SIX

   How your feelings work

You have five basic feelings: happy (which includes loving), okay, angry, sad and scared. All your 
other feelings are different words for these or a mixture of these. For instance furious means really 
angry while jealous is a mixture of angry and sad.
 
To make it even simpler we can call your feelings ‘good’, ‘okay’ and ‘bad’. 

Feelings are signals
 
All your feelings are normal and important. They are important because they signal what is happening 
with your body and what is happening with your thoughts.
 
Although we call some feelings ‘bad’, none of your feelings are really ‘bad’ - it’s just that some of them 
can often feel that way.
 
Imagine a set of upside down traffic lights on the road in front of you. These upside down traffic 
lights signal what road you are travelling on.
 
When you get a green light and feel good you are on the high road. That means your body has 
everything it needs and you are listening to loving thoughts from Sparky.
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When you get an amber light and feel okay you are on the middle road. Amber signals that your 
body is okay and that you are thinking thoughts somewhere in between loving and fearful, or you 
are thinking a loving thought and a scared thought at the same time!
 
When you get a red light and feel bad you are on the low road. When you are on the low road your 
body needs something or you are thinking or believing a fearful thought from Shady.
 
You can keep going (or driving) on amber and green lights - you only need to stop for red.

Stop
When you feel bad and have a red light on your traffic lights the first thing to check is your body. To 
do this, ask Sparky, “Is my body okay?” Listen to Sparky and give your body what it needs.
 
If you still feel bad it’s likely you are thinking a thought from Shady. As we said yesterday, it is normal 
to think shady thoughts. If you know the thought isn’t helping try saying, “I love you Shady, but 
that’s not helping” and imagine the thought going in the bin. If that doesn’t work it means you 
already believe the thought or that Shady doesn’t feel heard. The best way to stop thinking Shady’s 
thoughts is to listen to everything Shady has to say and to express your feelings. That way Shady 
feels loved and important!
 
So talk to someone you trust about your thoughts (Sparky, mum, dad or someone else) and express 
all your feelings too.
 
When you are expressing your feelings you might need to bash a pillow, yell, have a run around or 
have a cry. Expressing your feelings is always okay as long as you remember the 'feeling rules’:
 
 Don’t hurt yourself

 Don’t hurt other people (with your words or actions) and

 Don’t hurt stuff that isn’t supposed to get wrecked
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Bottled up
 
If you don’t express your bad feelings they get ‘bottled-up’ inside you. It’s like having a bottle of 
feelings stuck inside your baggage. 

When this happens your traffic light gets stuck on red, which means you are stuck on the low road!

 
Fake high

 
Sometimes when people have bottled up feelings they do something shady like get revenge on 
someone, bully someone, eat junk food, drink alcohol or take drugs to try to make themselves feel 
better. This is called a ‘fake high’. What they are doing is bad for them, other people or nature and 
even though they think they feel good it’s a fake good because they are definitely listening to Shady 
and driving on the low road.

 
Fake low

 
Sometimes people feel bad when they are watching someone do the wrong thing, or when they are 
considering doing the wrong thing themselves, like; hurt someone else, litter, lie, cheat or steal. This 
happens when Sparky is being your ‘conscience’ and helping you learn right from wrong. 

You are still on the high road when you have a fake low (because you are listening to Sparky). So just 
listen to Sparky and follow his advice. You will feel good again soon!
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Chapter Six stuff 

 
 

 To remember
  
   
 
 

 To do
 

* Your feelings signal how your body and thoughts are going. 
 They are all normal and important!

* When you feel bad talk to mum or dad about your shady thoughts 
 and express your feelings too. When you do this your shady 
 thoughts and feelings don’t get stuck inside you.

Let that sink in tonight while you are asleep and tomorrow we will talk 
about How to cope with problems.
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CHAPTER SE VEN

   How to cope with problems

You know you’ve got a problem when you feel bad - that’s the signal. 

Once you realise you feel bad the best thing to do is stop and get yourself off the low road as quickly 
as you can without hurting yourself or others.

There are three ‘short cuts’ you can try: Body, Shady and Sparky. If you still feel bad after the short cuts 
then pull over and take a ‘Pit Stop’ to let some baggage go.

If you have mum, dad or another trusted grown up to help you make sure they know these ‘support 
rules’ before you start:

 Listen carefully

 Say neutral or loving things and

 Sparky’s advice is always best

Great! I’ll explain the short cuts first and then the Pit Stop.
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Body short cut 
When you notice you feel bad, hold your pointer finger up, touch it and ask Sparky, “Is my body 
okay?” Listen to Sparky in your imagination and give your body what it needs.

You might feel bad simply because you are hungry, tired, thirsty, sick or something else.

When you’ve had a late night, a long day at school or not enough to eat and drink you will probably 
start getting very cranky by late afternoon. When this happens fix your body before you get into an 
argument or into trouble.

If it’s not your body making you feel bad then try the next short cut.

 

 
Shady short cut 

A Shady short cut prevents you getting baggage because you get your shady thoughts and feelings 
out at the time of the problem rather than keeping them inside you where they get stuck. Here’s 
how you do it…

Hold up your tall finger, touch it and ask Shady, “What’s wrong?”

Listen to what Shady is saying to you in your head. You can say it out loud to mum, dad or someone 
else you trust. If you have heard it all before or it is obviously not helping, say, “I love you Shady, 
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but that’s not helping.” Then imagine the sad, angry or scared thoughts flying out of your car and 
landing in a bin on the side of the road.

If the thoughts won’t go in the bin, or you keep thinking them, give Shady a bit more attention. Ask 
Shady, “What’s wrong?” again and listen to everything he has to say. Remember Shady is important 
and wants to be heard and loved too. You can write all Shady’s thoughts down, tell them to Sparky, 
mum, dad or someone else you trust.

Let your feelings come out now too. If you are at school, ask a teacher you trust to find you somewhere 
private to yell and cry. If you don’t trust any teachers or can’t find anywhere, you may have to wait 
until you get home.

If it’s a new problem you are thinking about, like you just told a lie and feel guilty about it, this short 
cut won’t take long and it will prevent you getting baggage.

If you still feel bad after listening to Shady and getting your feelings out for 10 minutes or more, then 
you probably already have baggage. Either way, take a Sparky short cut next.

 
 
 

Sparky short cut 
 
This is the quickest and easiest short cut and you can do it anywhere at anytime…
 
Hold your ring finger and ask Sparky, “What now?” Which means, “What do I do now Sparky?”
 
Listen to Sparky’s answer in your imagination, then go and think, say or do whatever Sparky tells you 
to. If the cause of your problem is baggage Sparky will probably tell you to take a Pit Stop. And here’s 
how you do that…
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Pit Stop
 
A Pit Stop is where you pull over to fix yourself up, just like a car does in a race. The best place to take 
a Pit Stop is in your bedroom, but you can do it anywhere you feel safe. You need privacy, tissues 
and around 20 minutes. If you want to get someone to help you, like mum, dad or someone else you 
trust, that will make it easier.

There are six actions in a Pit Stop - Stop, Feelings, Body, Shady, Sparky and Let go. Each action is 
easy to remember if you use your hand as a cue. Start with the stop sign for ‘Stop’, and then use your 
thumb and four fingers for each of the others.

Let’s practice a Pit Stop right now using a real life example from Tess. Tess was feeling bad at school 
because her best friend Candice had been sick for three days in a row and she didn’t have anyone 
else to play with. The short cuts didn’t work so I helped Tess take a Pit Stop at lunchtime. I’ve put 
Tess’s answers for each of the Pit Stop actions after the instructions to help you see how it works.

Pit Stop actions
 
 Stop - When you notice you feel bad and the short cuts don’t work, put your hand up to 
 signal stop. Imagine being in your car and pulling into a Pit Stop on your cloud. See 
 yourself get out of the driver’s side of your car.
 
 Tess did this in her imagination.
 
 Feelings - Hold onto your thumb, point it down (a ‘thumbs down’ signal) and ask 
 yourself, “What am I feeling?” Name the feeling to yourself or to someone you trust. 
 It could be Sparky (imagine him getting out of the car too), mum, dad or another adult 
 (make sure they know the ‘support rules’).
 
 Tess held her thumb down and told me she felt sad and lonely.
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 Body - Point your pointer finger, hold it and ask Sparky, “Is my body okay?” Does your 
 body feel right? Whenever you have feelings and thoughts you have stored up as 
 baggage your body tells you. How does your body tell you? Are you sore, aching or 
 tired? Your body will start to fix itself up after you finish your Pit Stop so just notice how 
 your body is affected and then move on.
 
 Tess said she felt worn out.

 Shady - Point your tall finger, hold it and ask Shady, “What’s wrong?” Imagine Shady 
 getting out of the back seat of your car, walking to the boot and opening one of the bags. 
 Ask Shady to tell you all the thoughts and beliefs you have stored in there. Encourage 
 Shady to keep talking until they are all out. You can listen in your imagination, write them 
 all down or better still (if you are somewhere private) say them out loud to someone you 
 trust. Don’t worry about how selfish, nasty, or silly you sound, just get those thoughts 
 and beliefs out. When you run out of thoughts ask, “What else?” just to make sure they 
 are all out. This will take longer than the short cut because you have stored these thoughts 
 up for ages and they have turned into beliefs.
 
 Tess said her Shady was saying lots and lots of things including - no one liked her because she 
 was usually mean and that she didn’t have any friends other than Candice.

 Let your bottled up feelings come out now too. You might need to yell and bash 
 something (make sure you don’t hurt yourself or other people) and then have a cry. Or 
 you can go straight to crying because crying lets go of anger, sadness and fear all at 
 once. When you express your feelings and get them out of your body, the thoughts that 
 were stuck to those feelings are free to go too. You can cry into a towel or pillow so you 
 don’t have to worry about making lots of noise if you want to.
 
 Tess was crying when she was talking to me. After she’d told me all her shady beliefs, she went 
 and finished her cry on the pillows in the corner of the classroom. It took her about 15 minutes.
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 Sparky – Put your ring finger up, touch it and ask Sparky, “What now?” Sparky will tell 
 you exactly what to think, believe, say and do now. Listen to Sparky and do what Sparky 
 says. If Sparky says it is time to let your baggage go, move on to the next action. If Sparky 
 says “no” it isn’t time to let go completely then leave it at that! Sometimes we are just not 
 ready to move on yet - like when we are grieving. (Grieving is how we get over a big loss 
 that made us very sad.)

 Tess told me her Sparky said, “Tess you are a beautiful friend; you are fun, loyal and kind. It is 
 okay to have more than one friend.” She also said Sparky told her to say “sorry” for being 
 mean to a couple of girls she used to be friends with and to ask them if she could play with 
 them. Finally Tess’s Sparky told her it was time to let go.

 Let go - Put your little finger up, touch it and imagine Shady holding all the feelings 
 and thoughts you just expressed. Whatever picture you imagine is okay. They might look 
 like the baggage out of your boot or something else like; rubbish, a pile of dirt, or 
 whatever pops into your imagination. Ask Shady to hand you everything. Then hand 
 everything to Sparky. Look at your hands and see that they are empty - you let go. Now 
 imagine Sparky throwing your baggage up into the air where it might disappear or turn 
 into sparkles, butterflies, stars or anything else you would like to imagine!

 Tess said her feelings and thoughts were a big bag of manure (like the bags you put on the 
 garden); and that her Sparky threw the bag into the air and all the poo came out and scattered 
 everywhere. Then she said, “The coolest thing happened - wherever the poo landed beautiful 
 flowers instantly popped up.”

 Now let go of the last of your feelings of hurt, anger or fear too. You may just need a little 
 cry or a big sigh to express your relief! Ask Sparky to fill up your boot and heart with love.

 Finally shut your boot, get back into your car with Sparky and Shady, and give yourself 
 and your support person the thumbs up signal because your Pit Stop is over! Good on 
 you! Make sure you thank mum, dad or whoever helped you! You can take as many Pit 
 Stops as you want to or need to. When you are grieving or when you have stubborn old  
 baggage, it takes more than one to let everything go! 
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Chapter Seven stuff 

 
 

 To remember
  
   
 
 

 To do

* Feeling bad is a signal from your body or thoughts that there 
 is a problem.

* Get mum or dad to help you try the Body short cut, Shady short 
 cut, Sparky short cut and Pit Stop next time you feel bad. (There is 
 an outline of the short cuts and Pit Stop in the back of this book.) 

 
 
That’s it for today. Have a good sleep and I will see you 
tomorrow for How to believe in yourself.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

   How to believe in yourself

When you believe in yourself you have the courage and confidence you need to: be yourself, stand 
up for yourself and others, share your love and gifts, learn from your mistakes, try new things, go for 
your dreams and make a difference.

Here are three simple secrets that will help you do all this:

  
 Love Shady

 Trust Sparky and 

 Let go
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Love Shady
Loving Shady is a lot like loving a new puppy. If you had a new puppy that barked at everything it 
was scared of, would you yell at your puppy or hurt it? Of course you wouldn’t!

If you were loving and patient with your puppy and taught it to bark only at threatening strangers or 
scary new things, your puppy would grow up knowing when to warn you of danger.

Shady is the same. If you love Shady and treat him with love and kindness Shady will learn to trust 
you and to only worry when there are serious problems or tricky new situations.

When you know Shady isn’t helping you, say, “I love you Shady, but that’s not helping” and let the 
thoughts go. If the thoughts won’t go ask Shady, “What’s wrong?” If that still doesn’t work then it 
is time to take a Pit Stop! 

A good way to give Shady attention is to listen to all Shady’s worries at the start of each day. I call 
this ‘Daily Meditation’. 

All you do is imagine sitting with Shady and Sparky on your cloud and ask, “What are you sad, 
angry or worried about today Shady?” Listen to all Shady’s worries (count them on your fingers if 
you like), or write them down. Then imagine Shady handing those worries to you and you handing 
them to Sparky. Sparky will look after your worries until you are able to take a Pit Stop. Or if you 
don’t need a Pit Stop, watch Sparky throw your worries into the air and imagine them turning into 
something else.

When you love Shady, Shady learns to trust you and Sparky too!
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Trust Sparky

Sparky knows what is best for you and everyone else. 

If you listen to Sparky every day you will get good at hearing his advice and knowing when Sparky 
is trying to tell you something.

Often it is hard to do what Sparky says. It takes courage to stand up to bullying, to try something 
new, or to keep going when you fail. Sparky only gives you challenges he knows you are ready for. 

If Sparky says it is time for you to do something - then do it! It’s okay if you are scared, just do it 
scared! Every time you do what Sparky says, your courage and confidence grow!
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Let go
 

 
Everyone has a Shady and thanks to Shady, everyone gets scared, angry and sad at times. When your 
shady thoughts won’t go in the bin or when you can’t stop thinking them take a Shady short cut and 
let your feelings come out too. 

It’s okay to be angry when someone hurts you; it's okay to be scared in a new situation and definitely 
okay to be sad when someone lets you down. You are human after all!
 
When Sparky tells you to, take a Pit Stop to let go of your baggage. That way your shady thoughts 
and feelings don't stay inside you and drag you down to the low road. If Sparky says it isn’t time to 
let go just yet, trust Sparky, he knows what is best for you! 

 
The high road

 
 
 
When you believe in yourself you spend a lot more time driving on the high road in life. There will be 
some times though when you are not on the high road, and that’s okay! 

You can’t be on the high road all the time because you have a body, a Shady and more to learn.
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 To remember
  
   
 
 

 To do

* To believe in yourself - Love Shady, Trust Sparky and Let go of Shady’s  
 thoughts, feelings and baggage!

* Ask mum or dad to remind you to Love Shady, Trust Sparky and get  
 them to help you take a short cut or Pit Stop when you need to.

Take a break and come back tomorrow for How to follow your dreams 
- definitely my favourite! 

Chapter Eight stuff
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CHAPTER NINE

   How to follow your dreams

To follow your dreams - just keep practising the three secrets: 
 
 Love Shady
 
 Trust Sparky and 
 
 Let go

 
Love Shady

There will be times when Shady tells you your dream is ‘impossible’. There will also be times when 
other people tell you your dream is ‘unrealistic’ (that’s their Shady by the way). When this happens 
do what you always do… 

Take a Shady short cut and let your thoughts and feelings out before you end up believing them. If 
you’ve already done this and Shady is still going on about it say, “I love you Shady, but that’s not 
helping.” Then if you can’t imagine the thoughts going into a bin on the side of the road, pull over 
and take a Pit Stop. 

Loving Shady does not mean ‘believe Shady and do everything he says’; it means love Shady no 
matter what he says and then get your loving advice from Sparky! You can love Shady - 
but don’t trust him!
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Trust Sparky
 
Sparky knows how to make a difference every day. He knows your dreams and your unique life 
purpose too. Sometimes you can see yourself living your dream in your imagination. 

Ask Sparky now, “Can you show me a picture of me following my dream please?” Imagine being 
somewhere doing something you’d like to do to make a difference. See it through your own eyes, as 
though you are really there. Imagine what you can hear, feel, taste and smell too!

Did you feel love and happiness in your heart when you saw your dream come true?

When you follow your dreams you feel full of love and you know in your heart that you are on the 
right road, even though you may be nowhere near achieving your dream. This is called ‘enjoying the 
journey’! And it’s exactly what you are supposed to do.

Sometimes it’s hard to enjoy the journey when you have something else to learn. This is when you 
have to trust Sparky. If Sparky tells you it’s time to say or do something, just do it! 

Courage is doing what Sparky tells you even though you are afraid!

 
Let go

Your dreams are on the high road! If you are holding onto baggage like, “I can’t do it” or “It’s too 
hard”, you get dragged down to the low road. You need to let go of fear, feelings and baggage when 
Sparky tells you to because you can’t reach your dreams driving on the low road.

When new worries, or doubts pop into your head, take a Shady short cut and let them go. Remember 
to express your feelings too; that way your fearful thoughts and bad feelings don’t become baggage.
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You can do it!
 
You are an incredible and amazing human being who is here to make a difference that only you can 
make - and yes, you can do it!
 
Loving Shady, trusting Sparky and letting go, will help you: be yourself, have fun, share your love, 
share your gifts, learn along the way and follow your dreams. Make sure that last one sinks in because 
it’s very important!
 
If you can see yourself living your dream in your imagination and if Sparky says, “Yes, that’s the one!” 
then go for it! That’s what you are here to do. If you change your dream and Sparky says, “Yes, that’s 
okay”… then of course that’s okay. 

All your loving dreams are on the high road to your unique life purpose. That’s the one thing you are 
here to do that no one else can do in the exact same way. That’s your piece in the jigsaw puzzle of 
life; that’s how you make your difference.
 
I probably shouldn’t tell you this, but Sparky told me to, so here it is…

Sparky is way more powerful than Shady.
 
Love always overcomes fear. That’s why it’s important to love Shady. If Shady feels loved he won’t 
be so scared. It’s worth pointing out that even when Shady does learn to trust Sparky he will still be 
scared. That is just his nature. Shady’s fear will lessen over time with trust, but he won’t ever lose his 
fear completely!
 
Sparky loves you, believes in you and guides you! He is your green light. When Sparky says go - GO! 

You can do it! I believe in you! And Sparky does too! 
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Chapter Nine stuff 

 
 

 To remember
  
   
 
 

 To do
 

* You are here to follow your dreams. You can do it! You were born to  
 do it! So go for it!

* Ask mum or dad to help you write down your dreams and some  
 practical steps you can take to make them come true! Remember 
 it’s okay if your dream changes! It’s all part of the journey!

Have a sleep on everything you have learnt and come back tomorrow 
for some Sample problems and solutions!

Well done by the way! You now have everything you need to be 
courageous and confident enough to make a difference! Yippee! 
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Sample problems and solutions

There are all sorts of problems in life. Three big ones include bullying, anxiety and depression. Let’s 
look at each of these and then at some smaller everyday problems too.  

Bullying problems
 
 
Basically people bully other people to make themselves feel better. It doesn't work though because 
bullying is a 'fake high', which means the person bullying you feels good in a nasty or powerful way 
and bad stuff always ends up happening to them. Why? Simply because they are on the low road 
and they’re listening to Shady!
 
 
Problem:  Just say someone in your class, family or outside-school activity keeps calling you a name 
 whenever teachers, parents or grown ups are not around. A name like 'dummy', 'fatty', 
 'freckles', 'smelly' or any other name their Shady thinks is funny.
 
Solution:  Take the Sparky short cut and ask Sparky, “What now?” (Quietly in your head) then do 
 what Sparky suggests. (Make sure it is Sparky and not Shady you are listening to because 
 Shady will want revenge and will definitely tell you to do something nasty back)! You 
 know the difference between Sparky’s and Shady’s advice because Sparky’s solution is 
 always good for everyone in the long run.

 Sparky might suggest using your angry energy to stand up for yourself. If this happens - 
 stand up as tall as you can, look the person bullying you in the eyes and say something 
 assertive (or strong) like, “That is not okay. Stop it.” Then Sparky might suggest telling 
 your teacher and parents what happened as well.
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Problem:  Just say there was a popular kid in your class who told all the other kids not to play with 
 you because they didn’t like you. This popular kid may have made up a story about you 
 or even threatened other kids saying they wouldn’t ‘be their friend’ if the other kids 
 played with you.
 
Solution:  Take the Sparky short cut and ask Sparky, “What now?” (Quietly in your head) then do 
 what Sparky suggests. Make sure it is Sparky and not Shady you are listening to.
 
 Sparky might tell you to tell your teacher straight away, because the so-called ‘popular 
 kid’ obviously needs help to be a good friend. If you tell your teacher, they can help them. 
 Kids who bully need help!
 
Quick tip:  The Sparky short cut, “What now?” is the best one for bullying.

Anxiety (or worrying) problems

Problem:  Just say you are scared of something like spiders, having a sleep-over, being in the dark, 
 being late for school, swimming lessons, heights, big crowds, getting something wrong, 
 having no friends, getting in trouble or something else.
 
Solution:  Take a Shady short cut and if that doesn’t work, take a Pit Stop! If you can, take your Pit 
 Stop with mum, dad or a grown up you trust.

 When you get to your pointer finger, check how your body is going...

 Do you feel sick, shaky, light headed, dizzy, sweaty or faint? Sparky can help you by 
 suggesting that you lie down, sit down, put your head between your knees, have a drink 
 of water, splash water on your face, count to 10 and/or take 3 or 4 deep breaths (whatever 
 works best for you).
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 Once your body is okay it is time to listen to everything Shady has to say. 

 Ask Shady, “What’s wrong?” Even if Shady’s worries seem silly or stupid make sure you 
 say them all out loud to get them out of you. While your shady thoughts are coming out, 
 let your feelings come out too. 

 Ask Sparky, “What now?” and if he says it is time, ask Sparky to help you let go. 

 It is very hard to trust at first, but each time you do, it gets easier and easier.

Quick tip:  Take a Shady short cut or a Pit Stop when you are really worried about something. 
 If Sparky says, “Do it” then do it even if you are afraid.

Depression (or sadness) problems

Problem:  Just say something awful or unfair happened to you, such as your parents split up, you 
 had a family member die, or you had a serious accident or illness. All you have been able 
 to think about since then are all the bad things in your life. Maybe you are even blaming 
 yourself for what happened.

Solution:  Take lots of Pit Stops with someone you love and trust! Being really sad after something 
 bad has happened to you is normal! It is also normal to feel angry, guilty and scared as 
 well. All these feelings are an important part of the  ‘grieving’ process, they happen to 
 everyone who has lost someone or something important to them. It’s important to listen 
 to Shady when you are grieving because expressing all your bad feelings and shady 
 thoughts help you heal.

 When you take a Pit Stop you get a chance to say all the things you are sad, angry, guilty 
 or scared about. Then when Sparky tells you to let your thoughts and feelings go, Shady 
 is more likely to co-operate because he feels ‘heard’. He knows that you and Sparky are 
 able to take care of things in the future even though they will be different.
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 You may need to take a few Pit Stops to listen to everything Shady has to say. Trust that 
 Sparky knows when to let go. Letting go doesn’t mean forgetting or not missing someone.  
 If you have lost something or someone very important to you it is normal and okay to 
 feel sad for at least one whole year. This doesn’t mean you will feel sad every minute of 
 the day, it just means you might feel sad when you remember your loss. 

 When you do feel sad, take another Pit Stop. 

Quick tip:  Take a Pit Stop when you feel really sad. 

‘Smaller’ problems
 
 
Problem:  Just say someone yelled at you because they were angry at something or someone else 
 (sometimes parents and teachers do this to kids - which is human after all)!

Solution:  Ask Sparky, “What now?”

 Sparky might suggest saying something like, “I don’t like it when you yell at me. Could 
 you speak kindly please?”

Problem:  Just say someone took something of yours without asking (brothers, sisters and kids at 
 school often do this)!

Solution:  Ask Sparky, “What now?”

 Sparky might suggest saying, “Please don’t take my things without asking. I’d really like 
 you to give it back to me?”
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Problem:  Just say someone said they tagged you in a game but you didn’t feel it and now they are 
 calling you a ‘cheat’ or yelling at you to “Take it out!”

Solution:  Ask Sparky, “What now?”

 Sparky might suggest saying, “I didn’t feel you tag me, could we do ‘Scissors, paper, rock’ 
 to decide? If you win I’m in. If I win you are still in. Deal?”

What now?
 
For any and every problem you can always take a Sparky short cut and ask Sparky, “What now?” 

If Sparky suggests taking a Pit Stop, use the summary to help you. That’s coming up next. 

The more Pit Stops you take the quicker and easier they get (and the better you feel)!
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Short cut summary
 
 

Body short cut
 
 
When you notice you feel bad, hold your pointer finger up, touch it and ask Sparky, “Is my body 
okay?” Listen to Sparky in your imagination and give your body what it needs.

Shady short cut
 
 
Hold up your tall finger, touch it and ask Shady, “What’s wrong?” 
 
Listen to what Shady is saying to you. If you have heard it all before and you know it isn’t helping, say, 
“I love you Shady, but that’s not helping.” Then imagine the thoughts flying out of your car and 
landing in a bin on the side of the road.
 
If the thoughts won’t go in the bin, or you keep thinking them, ask Shady, “What’s wrong?” again 
and listen to everything Shady has to say.
 
Let your feelings come out now too.

  
Sparky short cut

 
Hold your ring finger and ask Sparky, “What now?
 
Listen to Sparky’s answer in your imagination, then go and think, say or do whatever Sparky tells you to. 
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Pit Stop summary

 Stop - When you notice you feel bad and the short cuts don’t work, put your hand up to 
 signal stop. Imagine being in your car and pulling into a Pit Stop on your cloud. See yourself 
 get out of the driver’s side of your car.
 
 Feelings - Hold onto your thumb, point it down and ask yourself, “What am I feeling?” 
 Name the feeling to yourself or to someone you trust. It could be Sparky (imagine him 
 getting out of the car too), mum, dad or another adult (who knows the ‘support rules’).
 
 Body - Point your pointer finger, hold it and ask Sparky, “Is my body okay?” Does your 
 body feel right? Your body will start to fix itself after you finish your Pit Stop so just notice 
 how your body is affected by baggage and move on.
 
 Shady - Point your tall finger, hold it and ask Shady, “What’s wrong?” Imagine Shady going 
 to the boot and opening one of the bags. Get Shady to tell you all the thoughts and beliefs 
 you have stored in there. Don’t worry about how selfish, nasty, or silly you sound, just get 
 those thoughts out. When you run out of thoughts ask, “What else?” (Or get your support 
 person to ask). Let your feelings come out now too.

 Sparky - Put your ring finger up, touch it and ask Sparky, “What now?” Sparky will tell you 
 exactly what to think, believe, say or do next. Do what Sparky says. If Sparky says it is time 
 to let go completely go to the next action.
 
 Let go - Put your little finger up, touch it and imagine Shady handing you the thoughts and 
 feelings you just expressed. They might look like baggage, rubbish, dirt, whatever! Hand 
 everything to Sparky. Look at your hands - you let go. Now imagine Sparky letting go too. 
 Watch what your baggage turns into. Ask Sparky to fill your heart and boot up with love. 

 Thumbs up! Your Pit Stop is over! Well done!








